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ABSTRACT 

The death of 24 years old North America Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) replaced 

by USMCA (United States, Mexico, and Canada) recently draw a vast international 

attention. With the new deal concentrate in tightening intellectual property rights, 

dairy products and digital technology enforced in 2020. Several assume that these 

is merely a power-talk from United States and current demeanour is going to 

jeopardize international regime composure. This paper aim to counter prior 

assumption and further explain the factors that might influence these regimentals 

change and why is it wrong. Borrowing theory of complex interdependence and its 

unnecessarily asymmetrical effects to explain power politics in economic process 

of regime change. Subsequently, Canada and Mexico felt change of regime is 

unavoidable considering technology, people’s inquiry as well as the aggregate is 

going upward the current regime cannot sustain. Is neither zero-sum or realist 

control over power, it’s a win – win with a clear win for United States and half-win 

for Canada and Mexico for this agreement and what’s left in the future of 

international regime. 

Keywords: NAFTA, USMCA, Economic Process of Regime Change, Complex 

Interdependence 

 

1.  The Death of NAFTA 

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is 24 years old trade agreement 

having it come into force since 1st of January of 1994. The agreements have two 

major compromises: First, NAFTA will reduce/ eliminate tariff of more or less 

ninety thousand categories of good sold inter US- Canada-Mexico by 2008 and 

second, will protect intellectual property rights of investor and further facilitate 

easy-ease investment environment (David N. Balaam and Michael Veseth, 2001: 

258). After 10 years implementation the three contracting countries enjoy 

significant growth on real GDP 1994-2003 was 3.6% for Canada, 3.3% for United 
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State and 2.7% for Mexico. The number is faster than OECD annual growth 

standard expectation (Gary Clyde Hufbauer, 2005: 2). NAFTA has doing a great 

job easing trade between 450 people alive, it helps lower groceries and oil prices in 

US, foster agriculture prosperity for Canada-Mexico, easing trade in services and 

boost economic growth between three countries involved (Kimberly Amadeo, 

2018). More than economically beneficial, it is also having several social-political 

impacts. 20 years after, in Mexico, NAFTA encourage more sustainable economy, 

encourage process of democratization and promote anti-corruption. 

Whereas, in Canada NAFTA pulled down Canada “lack-of innovation because no-

one buys it anyway” stigma into competitive market and rapid productivity in 

Canadian business environment by 13-15% higher than before (Daniel Trefler at 

Michael J. Boskin, 2014: 40). In United States NAFTA had so much to do with 

lower unemployment rate ever since estimated 2.9% lower (Gary Clyde Hufbauer, 

Cathleen Cimino, and Tyler Moran, 2014: 2). Accordingly, this economic 

integration achievement shall be praised, other than creating more prosperous 

economy to participated countries it has abrupt ability to resolve ongoing socio-

political problem domestically. 

However, after all positive spill-over talk there should be discontented fraction with 

that the debate is unavoidable. Pros and cons had been revolving over years while 

the proponents are sturdy, the number of opponents increases since early 2010s. to 

summarize the critics, Peterson Institute for International Economics (PIIE) 

highlight six central critic charges towards NAFTA: 

(1)NAFTA foster US trade deficits to Canada and Mexico, (2)Trade with Mexico 

raised unemployment in US, (3)Job loss in US manufacturing industries and wages 

are also not progressive, (4)Boom in US agricultural export turned rural Mexicans 

into illegal Emigrant (5)NAFTA encourages illegal immigration, (6)Mexican 

growth is below estimate prediction of NAFTA proponents (Misleading Charges 

and Positive Achievements, nd).  

Whilst complaints mostly come from United States in fact wage growth stagnation, 

sectoral income inequality, and aforementioned claims is not entirely NAFTA fault, 

it is important to consider another factor like competition whose come from far East 
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(Robert A. Blecker, 2014: 22-24). Nonetheless, NAFTA is still at the blame because 

it can’t live up to its original promises and is not like US can put all the blame to 

either Canada or Mexico. Height of the debates reached first while United States of 

America President, Donald Trump first mention that he will renegotiate NAFTA in 

his twitter at 19 October 2016. 

 

“I will renegotiate NAFTA. If I can’t make a great deal, we’re going to tear it up. 

We’re going to get this economy running again. #Debate” 

 

In responding Trump tweets; Mexico President, Enrique Pena Nieto carefully 

expressed their disagreement but open for option to renegotiation as Pena’s 

statement at TPP participating leaders meeting: 

“In the fact of Trump positioning, we’re now in a stage of favouring dialogue as a 

way to build new agenda in our bilateral relationship … and in commercial terms 

we want Mto give the right value this this strategic relationship between Mexico 

and US ” 

 

Justin Trudeau, Canada Prime Minister at press conferences in Sydney says that 

he’s opens for renegotiation. 

 

“If Americans want to talk about NAFTA, I’m happy to talk about it” 

 

Following Justin Trudeau benevolence towards the plans to renegotiate NAFTA, 

all that’s left is final calling, since Americans were so eager, Canada is open for 

options, Mexico though reluctant but Pena will not sacrifice strategic relationship 

with US. 

The wait is over, at 18 May 2018, The Bipartisan Congressional Trade Priorities 

and Accountability Act of 2015 (2015 TPA) issued a notice regarding 

modernization of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) to congress, 

there are 16 topics to talk including the most basic such as negotiating objectives 

(Key Dates Prior to Commencement of Negotiation, 2017). Negotiation process 

wasn’t silky smooth, there are lot criticism, reluctancy and Trump attacks on either 
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twitter or media make the situation more complicated. After three rounds of tough-

and unresolved negotiation, on 30 September 2018 Canada is joining US – Mexico 

prior agreed pact to replace NAFTA with U.S-Mexico-Canada Agreement 

(USMCA) compromised of 34 chapters and 12 side letters mostly from previous 

NAFTA but the noticeable changes are the market access provision for automotive, 

agricultural products, investment rules, government procurement, and intellectual 

property rights (Ian F. Fergusson and M. Angeles Vilarrreal, 2018). Finally, just 

now on 30 November 2018 Donald Trump, Justin Trudeau, and Enrique Pena Nieto 

signed USMCA agreement on the Margins of the G20 leaders’ summit in Buenos 

Aires (A New Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement, 2018), it marks the end 

of NAFTA and start of the new born USMCA. Seeing it only takes 2 years of talks 

to end 24 years old agreement and years of complaint along the implementation, 

what exactly pushes this negotiation forward, why and how it happened is the centre 

focus of this articles with the help of theory of complex interdependence by 

Keohane and Nye and using United States as a main standpoint to analyse trilateral 

relationship between US-Mexico-Canada, writers seeks to find a congruent 

explanation it can provide. 

 

2.  Research Question 

Following a previous problem overview, question raised for further analysis is: 

“Why United States, Mexico and Canada decided to replace NAFTA with new 

USMCA?” 

 

3.   Research Purpose and Significance  

3.1 Research Purpose 

To understand the process and factors influences regimental change with respect 

toI nterdependence relation. Following explanation located in America 

neighbourhood, NAFTA to USMCA. However, the methods are not limited to be 

served for another region. 
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3.2  Research Significance 

Academic wise, NAFTA to USMCA is very new and this research presents 

economic process of regimental change with complex interdependence relation 

coherently so it is almost no one who writes alike. Empirical wise, this issue is just 

recently and possibly is the unpredictable change of regime United States of 

America, Mexico and Canada ever made. Practical wise, the change of NAFTA and 

USMCA will cost several impacts to world trading and also open up opportunity 

for another trading partner including Indonesia. Besides, apprehend these issues 

may benefit take prior anticipation if United States probability to change another 

regime is high. 

4.  Theoretical Framework: Economic Process of Regime Change 

This paper uses complex interdependence theory and economic process of 

international regime change model from Robert O. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye to 

further explain why NAFTA negotiation befalls then replaced by new USMCA. 

Central to understanding the politics of interdependence is to understand how 

international regimes emerge and fall out. Nye and Keohane offer four models to 

understand change in international regime (1) Economic process (2) Overall 

power structure, (3) Power structure within issues, (4) Power capabilities affected 

by international organization. The case of US – Canada – Mexico in this writing 

use simple economical process to understand how change of regime occurred. 

Economic process of international regime change compromise three premises. First, 

technological change and increased of economic interdependence with make 

existing international regime obsolete. Second, government will unusually 

responsive to domestic political demands of increasing standard of living. Lastly, 

Great aggregate will make government think of modify, reconstruct or change 

international regime in order to restore their effectiveness (Keohane and Nye, 2012: 

33-34). Therefore, in order to understand why regime change, we must understand 

complex interdependence interaction between each contracting party have at each 

other’s in this case United States – Mexico – Canada. After seeing through the 

process, we could fully understand the creation of USMCA replacing NAFTA isn’t 

merely power-talk on US sides. 
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According to Keohane and Nye, interdependence is a relationship that have 

reciprocal effects but doesn’t necessarily only benefited each other (Keohane and 

Nye, 2012: 7). Interdependence could have either symmetrical and asymmetrical 

effects as they emphasize interdependence always require a cost, restrict certain 

degree of autonomy and including impossibility to foresee future outcome of either 

interdependence relation outweigh the cost rather than the benefits (Keohane and 

Nye, 2012: 9). Therefore, understanding interdependence mere as a win-win 

solution it’s a no go, rather its is more complicated interaction that needs to be 

understood as a combination of utilization of power and political bargaining 

process. Concepts of power is often associated with realism, undeniably no power 

in study of international relation feels a bit odd tough definition and source of power 

changes overtime due to transformation in international situation and getting more 

complex than original version. In complex interdependence which adopted several 

realism assumptions to its theory, concepts of power were also redefined into what 

it called as asymmetrical interdependence which simply translated by Keohane in 

another book as “one side shall be benefited more than the rest, so there are more 

competitive advantages” (Keohane, 2015). In another words, the less dependant 

actor most likely to have more power and advantages as a result in not guaranteed, 

consistent with a paragraph before. 

 The role of power in interdependence distinguished between two; sensibility and 

vulnerability. Sensibility is how quick and costly a change in situation affect social, 

economical and government in immediate effects and before a change in policy 

occurs. Successful adjustment made before change of policy is sensibility, if 

adjustment made by changing a policy or after policy changes it is what called by 

vulnerability – a long-term effects and how states find alternatives to occurring 

situation (Keohane and Nye, 2012: 11-12). This element both important to further 

built strategy to manipulate or exercise the power of asymmetrical interdependence 

one has but it cannot fully explain in a complete view of bargaining outcomes. Thus, 

we shouldn’t oversee the “translation” in political bargaining process may differ 

between actors – one might encounter a same problem in a exact timeframe but the 

response are different. 
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After fully understanding a concept of interdependence we shall move to premises 

in economic process of regime change side by side with economic interdependence 

that is technological change. The world is slowly turning into what called 4.0 era, 

thus technology is making way of life easier as well route of making money is 

slightly different than before. Innovation, invention and intervention to new 

creation is drawn a new war in business that is intellectual property rights. However, 

current regime might not able to cope with this vast movement and will somehow 

undermined from time to time (Keohane and Nye, 2012: 34)17. Technological 

change therefore become important driving factor to change of regime to adjust 

with current issues. 

Second premise is government will be highly responsive to domestic political 

demands for a rising standard of living (Keohane and Nye, 2012: 34)18. Populist 

goal usually will become a primary political goal in this context. Measuring from 

Gross Domestic Product wouldn’t satisfy analysis since increases in GDP doesn’t 

mean people won’t thrive for better living. Looking at previous demonstration in 

US, Mexico and Canada may empirically represent citizen demand for government. 

Response from government wherefore will depend heavily their political goal and 

citizen persistency to fight for their welfare. The third premise is consequence of 

free trade benefits, quite alike with Hardin tragedy of commons “as a rational being, 

each seeks to maximize his gain” (Hardin, 1968). The more economic gain from 

international movements of capital, goods, services and labour, the stronger 

government incentive to modify international regime to restore is effectiveness so 

the benefits wont slip through. Thus, states will argue over distribution of gains and 

how state autonomy is loss along with increasing economic interdependence 

relation (Keohane and Nye, 2012: 34-35). Resolving the issues by breaking the 

relation not seem as viable option due to severe destruction later it creates the 

rational solution is to talk it over. 

The response generated by states through this political process may vary it is 

inevitable since each actor reception and inputs from each political process 

expected to be different. Therefore, that what makes it called complex 

interdependence and how states exercise their power – in a form of asymmetrical 

interdependence through bargaining process, that is not solely depends on their 
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power but also their strategic planning to maximize distribution of power as well as 

make use of entire situation. Keohane and Nye argues protectionism may increase 

as economic interdependence relation become more intense (Keohane and Nye, 

2012: 36). The correlation between three premises need not always complement 

each other. One might have a great aggregate but maintain a status quo, one might 

enjoy absence of regime to maximize the benefits. Yet, the strongest factor in this 

analysis is the economic interdependence relation since the decision to push a 

change of regime efficiency is most probably being done by whose had 

asymmetrical interdependence, the rest could gradually adapt to new form of 

regime. 

5.  Theory Operationalization 

 

 

 

 

Recapitulating regime change through economic process should at least meet three 

criteria written at blue-coloured diagram above. Technological change, domestic 

demand and aggregate are one could easily asses from collecting facts yet one can’t 

easily measure economic interdependence without elaborating state’s attachment to 

each other. Therefore, in order to capture more vivid interdependence connection, 

this paper borrow 5 political process of complex interdependence to determine 

whose get more power - translated in form of asymmetrical interdependence, which 

help us explain in clearer view as to which state more vulnerable or the least from 

those interdependence interactions. Further, the least vulnerable countries have 

more power to encourage the regime change than who doesn’t due to it capability 

handle balanced cost-benefits using various alternative across issues as a 

consequence during a regimental groggy. 
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6.  Design Analysis 

 

 

 

 

Diagram below author design to assess US-Canada-Mexico in economic process of 

regime change as determinant factor, it starts from right then to left. The three 

factors inside blue colour titled table on the top that were primary factor used as 

catalyst by least vulnerable states to make decision to modify existing regime or 

fully replaced it. Outcomes provided is a new regime, if least vulnerable states are 

unwilling, then the regime remain unchanged and the process stops at centre of the 

main arrows connects prior to new regime without producing a new regime. The 

main determinants are complex interdependence between each country which break 

downed into five main elements to assessed briefly. Thus, the five give us guide to 

actuate which countries is more or least vulnerable and then the process of analysis. 

7.  Theory Justification 

This paper chooses the economic process instead other available choices consider 

that states in our main unit analysis, driving factors of change is not only political, 

distribution of military power is not our major focuses, and we focus on domestic 

political actors. That is why the rest of the model Keohane and Nye offer cannot 

accommodate this research. Furthermore, author exclusively wish to draw 

interdependence relation between three countries as it believes that the process 

influences the change is mainly due to economic consideration with political 

bargaining throughout the process. 

8.  Economic Process of Regime Change Assessment; from NAFTA to USMCA 

8.1 Technological Change and Economic Interdependence in United States, 

Mexico and Canada 
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8.1.1 Intellectual Property Rights Infringement as Consequence of Rapid 

Technology Advancement in United States, Mexico and Canada 

Technology advancement is easy to felt yet practically hard to scale in empirical 

number. It happens in daily aspect of life, even before we know technology is the 

one behind growing business. NAFTA stimulate incentive and opportunities for 

innovation and technology for either US, Mexico and Canada hype up with 

competition to win the market (Park, 2011)22. To compare technological 

movement, credible institution whom provide available report/ data along 24 years 

of NAFTA implementation are plenty. Extracting from different institution report 

may cause data to be invalid due to different methodology and indicator it uses. In 

order to measure technology advancement correctly, this paper uses Global 

Innovation Index (GII) as a baseline consider is the best available option and better 

suited among all indexes. 

GII consist of two big indicators: input (institution, policies, human capacity, 

infrastructure, market and business sophistication) and outputs (knowledge, 

competitiveness and wealth). In 2008-2009 United States is the top of list with 

5.28% growth, Canada is 11st at 4.63% and Mexico is 61th  at 3.06% (Datta, 

2009). Ten years forward in 2018 GII index show United States ranking is down 

to 6th with 5.98%, Canada is 18 with 5.29% and finally Mexico in56th place with 

3.53% innovation growth rate (Datta, 2018). Testing into two decades time 

frame to see technological advancement from the three, United State is the most 

growing countries with 0.70% increase followed by Canada with slight 

differences 0.66% and Mexico 0.47%. From the index we can conclude that the 

three countries technological advancement is continue to grow really fast with 

US crowned the most advanced but year later is possible for Canada to outgrow 

US seeing the difference is only 0.04%. Figures another competitor from East 

Asia and Europe, US is tech market is currently at a stake. While innovation is 

growing rapidly, existing regime cannot cope with the advancement and thus 

create unhealthy competition across Americans neighbourhood. Hence, 

precisely capture various technology advancement is challenging all the more 

negative side impact of such improvement. 
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Technology led to various new ideas, innovation and invention – to solely own and 

safeguard one masterpiece from irresponsible copycats, they need to request patent, 

trademarks, and copyright. Claiming other people works for our own is considered 

as intellectual property theft and according to Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 

IRT theft is now growing threat – as the digital technologies and internet file sharing 

networks facilitates the spread (Intellectual Property Theft/Piracy, 2016) 25. This 

is how later the intellectual property rights (IPR) in US-Mexico and Canada 

generate unforeseen problem correspondent regime change in IPR as the FBI 

However, is difficult to find database whom provide intellectual property 

infringement index for free. Writers found in 2015, IRT for patent infringements in 

US only approximately 6000 cases listed, the number going down almost 1000 

cases in 2016. While new patent total application for US reach 3367, Canada 117 

and Mexico 558 in 2017 (WIPO, 2018)26. In United States, average cost in first 

instance are roughly (‘000) US$ 1000-6000/ cases. Therefore, from the number one 

can see that the total of infringements is doubled compare to new patent registration. 

Detected infringement to enter courts cost a lot, if it proved to injured the owner the 

compensation of such things is 45% of total profits made (Silverman, 1993)27. 

After a full picture of how serious intellectual property right values, adjustment to 

tackle the floating loss is undeniably important. 

 

8.1.2 United States Asymmetrical Interdependence Towards Mexico and 

Canada 

Though the methods this paper are economical process of regimental change, 

political bargain is futile to ignore. This regime changes to be exact will not 

happening if the interdependence relation between three is bland and the process 

will be simplified in an assumption that regime is renewed because it is outdated. 

That one may already estimate; the power had some issues along the process. In 

relation with complex interdependence, asymmetrical interdependence is the source 

of power. in this sense United State have the most of power but not absolute. Partial 

asymmetrical interdependence is parable to describe forasmuch Canada is close 
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behind United States. As for Mexico asymmetrical interdependence US had is 

redundant as the primary problem with Mexico is something else (human rights 

issues) that cannot be simply finished by blocking the access which provoke 

outrage. To prove prior statement this paper will briefly picture a linkage, agenda 

formation and involvement of IO between US, Mexico and Canada which help 

determine states’ degree of bargaining power (asymmetrical interdependence) so 

later it can be understood as vital factor in regimental change process. 

8.1.2.1 US, Mexico and Canada Linkage of Issues 

Pinpointing linkage between different issues that having ability to influence 

particular issues is crucial in order add more value or reduce to states bargaining 

power position. Extracting from previous US-Canada-Mexico FP orientation there 

are several focal issues that have impactful linkage. 

Issues 

Affected Countries 
Least 

Vunerable 

Most 

Affected 
Insert 

Source 

United 

States 
Canada Mexico 

 

Illegal 
Immigration 

Yes Yes Yes Canada 
United 
States 

5.944.000 

(53% of 

Total 
Unauthorized 

Population) 

Migration 

Policy 

Trade 

Deficit 
Yes 

No(US)/Yes 

(Mex) 
No 

United 

States 

United 

States 

From US 

View: 

Canada 

($266-282M)| 
Mexico 

($229-296M) 

World Bank 

Group (US) 

Defence 

Relationship 
No Yes Yes 

United 

States  
Canada 

Canada is 

reliant, 
Mexico is 

problem 

orignis 

National 

Defence and 

the 

Canadian 

Armed 

Forces 

Drug 
Trafficking 

Yes No Yes Canada 

United 

States & 
Mexico 

Highest 

demand from 

the US, 
highest 

supply from 

Mexico 

United 

Nations 

Office on 

Drugs and 

Crimes 

(UNODC) 
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Labour 

Income 

Share 

Yes No Yes Canada 
United 

States 

Canada > 

United States 

> Mexico 

International 

Labour 

Organisation 

(ILO) 

 

As seen in table above, there are five main problem in different issues area that had 

a strong linkage to states strategic FP to each other e.g. illegal immigrations and is 

linked with labour income share due to influx of workers from either Canada or 

Mexico who search jobs in US because the wage gap between countries are huge 

or how tightly defence concern and drug traffickers is, or how trade deficit could 

abandon all issues and use all instruments available for the sake of balanced 

economy. Truthfully, all issues had significant impact due to research behalf so it 

made as simple without lessening the meaning. 

The purpose to draw especially least vulnerable and most affected countries is to 

show how bargaining process between each country encourage a change of regime. 

As shown, US had most importance to change existing regulation and have the most 

asymmetrical interdependence compared to other countries though Canada have 3 

least vulnerable among 5 issues, but defence is Canada weakness for overly 

dependent to United States as well as Mexico (Andreas, 2005). While for Canada 

and Mexico, it might impact at several focal point, but make up for something in 

another more prioritize issues due to different ultimate goals. For Canada the 

change of regime may affected trade balance yet defence agreement is saved, for 

Mexico a huge loss in defence share may make up for their trade safety. 

 

8.1.2.2 US-Canada-Mexico Agenda Formation 

1994-

2017 
Security Diplomatic 

Socio-

Economic 

Joint 

Resource 

Problem 

Sovereignty 

Claims 

Canada 

visits the 

US 

4 16 6 1 0 
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The US 

visits 

Canada 

0 7 4 0 0 

The US – 

Canada 

Treaties 

(Amand. 

Included) 

18 0 18 18 0 

Mexico 

visits the 

US 

2 17 1 2 0 

The US 

visits 

Mexico 

0 10 2 0 0 

The US – 

Mexico 

Treaties 

(Amand. 

Included) 

28 0 32 15 3 

Source: U.S. Department of State – Office of Legal Adviser 

The agenda formation is analysing how many contacts both Head of State have 

(HoS visit often expressed importance of other states to his/her FP), how many 

signed agreement/ treaties made and what issues mainly addressed during the 

meeting. 

Table above showing that US interaction with Canada is more intense than Mexico 

yet is either Canada or Mexico travel more to US. Meanwhile, treaties signed during 

1994 – 2017 between US- Mexico were 2:3 compared with US-Canada. This show 

that US have more importance for Canada and Mexico in their FP strategy 

compared to opposite. US-Canada relation in treaties were unexpectedly balanced 

between issues. Main key point on security issues is related to visa/ immigration 

regulation, atomic, information sharing and space. Socio-economic were focused 
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on education, intellectual property rights, tax, investment, trade. Joint resource 

problem including border protection and cooperation on environment protection. 

Concurrently, US-Mexico signed agreement is unique; the variation of issues is 

quite different from Canada and there are too much treaties in one specific issues 

for example regarding radio frequency (8 agreement) or Tijuana (4 agreement). 

From 1994-2017 US and Mexico still having a problem with their border and even 

had a agreements in sovereignty claims in Western Gulf of Mexico. Their security 

is exactly security pact but more to US assisting Mexico military/ naval personnel, 

information sharing, and extradition. Environmental problem in Mexico are much 

higher than Canada there are separated into as social-economical issues (if there are 

only initiative) and classified into joint resource problem (if there are actual 

problem). While economic key issues between US-Canada-Mexico is similar; 

investment, taxation and trade. 

 

8.1.2.3 Involved International Organization in US-Canada-Mexico Trilateral 

Relationship 

International organization in assessing complex interdependence could either 

affects or either play as an instrument to a state. According to Keohane and Nye 

organization will set agenda, encourage coalition-formation and arena of 

negotiation by mostly weak states (Keohane and Nye, 2012: 31). Arena here refers 

to mediation, dispute settlement or regime agenda formation that often used by 

weak state to go against stronger countries. Therefore, to find element that fit to 

analysis, first identifying which IO US-Canada-Mexico belongs to and later going 

deep to seek how ongoing/ resolved conflict comes into favour of each countries. 

Three countries are a member of United Nations (UN), World Trade Organization 

(WTO), Group of Twenty (G20), Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), 

Organization of American States (OAS), Organisation for Economic Cooperation 

and Development (OECD). In addition, US-Canada are a member of several 

security organization such as North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OSCE). As for NATO, 

allegations of US leaving the pact is just another deterrence to pursue his goal 
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increase NATO member financial obligation so it wouldn’t rely too much on United 

States. His tweets on 17 July 2018 expressed his delight saying NATO is stronger 

because member paid $33 billion dollars more since elections. As for OSCE is not 

legally binding, all states have equal statusso either US or Canada did not redeem 

OSCE is on the same degree as NATO. 

NAFTA dispute settlement is B-B if one contracting party committed error NAFTA 

can’t go beyond to fix it. WTO is probably who had the most authority govern/ act 

as dispute settlement body to resolve G-G problem in trades. Therefore, WTO 

involvement is decisive to add state vulnerability. Hereby, a dispute settlement 

between US-Canada-Mexico summary: 

International 

Organisation 
Claimant Defendant 

Total 

Complaint 
Wins Unresolved Cases Code 

WTO 

Canada 
The United 

States 
20 5 15 

DS234, DS236, 

DS277, DS384 

The 

United 

States 

Canada 8 4 4 
DS31, DS103, 

DS170, DS276 

The 

United 

States 

Mexico 7 4 3 
DS103, DS204, 

DS295, DS308 

Mexico 
The United 

States 
10 5 5 

DS234, DS281, 

DS344.DS381, 

DS386 

Source: World Trade Organization Map of Dispute (www.wto.org ) 

Table above shows WTO is a good chess piece to advance one foreign policy 

another state that deemed to be impossible if state were about to do it without help 

of IO. However, comparing resolved and unresolved dispute of each country, found 

that WTO is quicker to response US complaints than Canada or – because Canada 

complaint too much seeing it have 15 unresolved complaints but is fair seeing 

Mexico complaints are fifty-fifty. US winning percentage is also 50% at least, and 

for Mexico is 50:50 because the data only show US-Mexico disputes. Canada and 

Mexico never against each other in WTO but they often make coalition to attack us 

in DS 239 and DS 386 in labelling. Seeing the states interaction in WTO, it serves 

as arena, coalition-formation and FP instrument. Regarding how much it influences 
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recent change in regime, it rendered as an alternative for Canada and Mexico and 

give asymmetrical advantages to both countries. Whereas, NATO problem has been 

resolved since mid-2018 and as a collective defence organization its binding one 

states obey the norms. 

8.2  Domestic Demand to Increase Standard of Living 

Domestic (people) demand easiest to seen from the number of protest/ 

demonstration exercise in public area. However, I argue there are also domestic 

demand as an upshot from very nicely packed politicization by technocrats or 

politician then believed as a domestic political demand whatsoever. to catch the 

glimpse can be found at presidential election – promises made during the campaign 

is important key to find the highlights to find priority issues they sell to citizen and 

citizen digested as their primary concern. 

There are several United States major protests including woman march, 

#CancelKavanaugh, immigration policy, gun control and racism (Purcell, 2018). 

None of these are related to raising US citizen living standard. During 2018 May 

Day or International Workers’ Day, labour protester in New York is neither mention 

pay rise or tax reform, rather the main concern is equality for immigrant worker and 

rich-poor unequal quality of life gap Goodmannd). 

 So, in reality we see in actual citizen mobilization is not practically display their 

aim to increase standard of living but they wish for equal treatment and human 

rights issues to get more attention than before. Looking at President Donald J. 

Trump previous campaign focal point is increasing jobs for America’s workers and 

reviving economy by tax cuts and give relief for hard-working Americans including 

bonuses ad wage increases (Economy and Jobs: President Donald J. Trump 

Achievement, nd). His American First policy facilitate the idea American economy 

treated poorly and unfairly by international trade, the fault rest on unprogressively 

US who continue to forget their motherland. The politicization of American First 

absorb pretty quickly by lower-middle- income workers as seen presidential result 

voted for Trump are mainly from suburbs where wealthy people don’t usually live 

e.g. Wyoming, Idaho, Dakota, and Louisiana (Presidential Election Results: Donald 

J. Trump Wins, 2016). Concluding that, US domestic political demand to increase 
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standard of living is exist through politicization of Pres. Trump administration 

before campaign though citizen is care for their own welfare, before the 

politicization they weren’t aware of the issues. 

Meanwhile in Mexico labour protesters demand for pay rises, better treatment, and 

fair price is higher than United State. There are cases when Mexican workers at 

Mexmode - principal supplier of college sweatshirts for Nike and Reebok going on 

protest due to low wages and verbal abuse in workplace, they succeed and get two 

pay rises at 2017 (Thompson, 2001). Other than that, Mexican workers claims 

NAFTA contributes into very low salaries and low labour standard in Mexico albeit 

at NAFTA first sold to Mexicans to reduce salary gap between intra-Americana 

instead widens the gap (Perez-Rocha, nd). Consequently, the government urge to 

response the concern is as serious as these problems for Mexicans. 

Canada workers condition is not much better than Mexicans. Minimum-wage 

workers in Canada demand $15 minimum wage rise, they gather at 42 location in 

Ontario, 20 in Toronto and 11 more across Canada. Workers in Canada call it the 

“Fight-for-$15” movement. In response, Ontario raised minimum wage from 

previously $11.60 to $14 in the beginning of January 2018 (Mojtehedzade, 2018). 

After the demonstration over the debate still regulating the decision to raise 

minimum wage since it cost a lot for business owner. Many of Canadian economist 

support Ontario decision since the wage raise have not resulted in job loses or price 

increases. In this respect, Canadian workers still aim high for a wage rises and better 

working environment expressing that they still want to increase their overall 

standard of living and likely to continue till the wages climb to $15. 

Whereas, according to OECD better life index extracting data from following areas: 

housing, income, jobs, community, education, environment, civic engagement, 

health, work-life balance, safety and life satisfaction with OECD average (6.5), in 

general Americans are more satisfied with their life marking 6.9 grade, Mexicans 

6.6 grade and Canada is the highest with 7.3 grade in average (OECD Publishing, 

2017). Overall, the three countries citizen is living in a good condition above 

average. Nonetheless, human nature is difficult to satisfied and so do the three 

countries involved in NAFTA. Each of US-Mexico-Canada citizen wish their living 
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standard get a better quality than ever. This led to government efforts to re-evaluate 

the efficiency of previous regime to protect national welfare. 

8.3 Great Aggregate Economic Benefits Will Give Governments Strong Incentive 

to Modify International Regime 

In order to find economic benefits aggregate, one shall count values of international 

movements of capital, goods, and labour in the three countries. According the 

theory, this great aggregate will encourage government to argue over distribution 

of gain and complain about the loss of autonomy ((Keohane and Nye, 2012: 34). 

Then, proceeding to overall aggregate of the tree trade balance using data obtained 

from the Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC). Provided from 1995 – 2016 

seeing the export-import overall moving average, surprisingly United States trade 

balance is never on surplus. Export and import are going up as well as the gap 

between the two, in 1995 the deficits were $124B jump to 2016 the deficits 

septuplets to 800B with Mexico having 14% and 13% for Canada contribution to 

US imports. The fact US biggest trade deficitsare from China counted -308.363 

Million, Mexico rank 3 with -68.745 Million. Meanwhile, the trade balance with 

Canada is positive since 2015 with 7.406 Million as per 2016. US deficits problem 

are not new and is not likely President Trump who bring the change due to positive 

trade balance of Canada, Saudi Arabia and OPEC countries were turned positive 

mostly at 2015. However, the intention to reduce the negative trade balance 

emphasized more radically in the 

Trump Administration and NAFTA is one stepping stone from another step he will 

take. Seeing the interdependence with NAFTA is asymmetrical for US, it would be 

easier to push a regime change which undermined US economy. Different with 

China, when US have not asymmetrical relation with NAFTA countries are. 

Mexico trade balance is unique, it fluctuates, balanced but progressive. At several 

5-year period such as 1995-2000 Mexico overall trade balance is negative, in 2001-

2005 is balanced, from 2006-2009 the trade balances go negative again. After the 

series of struggling, from 2010 Mexico can enjoy overall positive trade balance. 

Seeing the economic benefits aggregate for Mexico economic performance is 

tremendous and either import and export are coming from United States. For a 
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change to make regime regulate efficiently, that would be hard for Mexico if the 

major partner (US) were unwilling. Mexico are too much dependent of their export 

to US, this wouldn’t be good for Mexico bargaining power. Domestic demand in 

Mexico are also push the government to change despite the benefits countries had 

now so the political reality will sometimes defeat economic convenience. 

On the other hand, Canada trade performance had decreased since 2014 when it 

reaches the peak at total export $448 million and import $441 million. Trade volume 

since then more or less equal to Canada in 2008 along with deficit trade balance 

with imports ($389) surpass export ($365). Aaron Sydor from Canada Office of the 

Chief Economist explain underperformance is happening despite trade US-Canada 

economic integration and marvellous increase on GDP. 

Nonetheless, it cannot keep pace with rapid growth of Canada GDP and the 

integration even declined due to high- tech bust, strong Canadian economic 

performance, weakening US dollar and strengthening linkage with other than US 

(Sydor, 2018). Canadian had undergo the shortfall of ineffective regime 3 years 

ago. The great economic benefit aggregate Canadian felt is overdue and Canadian 

is looking for other alternatives to either move the market or improve 

competitiveness of Canadian product with US new exporters. Had it been too late, 

Canadian loss might have been bigger than current index. 

 

US, Mexico and Canada enjoy significant great economic benefit aggregate looking 

at the tree trade balance sheet. However, government may not simply aim to 

upsurge regim efficacy due to this reason. Based on obtained data, the US is sticking 

with the problem of distribution of gain is unfair yet NAFTA is the most 

convenience since the interdependence relation with Canada and Mexico is 

asymmetrical for US compared to the most problematic China whom US had less 

bargaining power with. Mexico enjoy the aggregate, but the domestic political 

demand was too high to cool off and the dependant Mexico have to adjust and 

sacrifice share of benefits for social welfare. Finally, Canada is fast to catch ongoing 

problem in US – Canada loose trade regime. The three realize the cost of vanishing 

ongoing regime is too huge and risking to break down economic growth. In order 
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to reviving is efficacy appropriately constructing new regime and built several 

integrated policy responses is necessary. 

 

9.  Conclusion 

NAFTA abolishment is inevitable to restore effective regime to fit the economic 

way of life in fast-paced and growing world trade environment. In respect to 

economic process of regime change there are four reasons stressed regime reversal. 

First, Rapid technological advancement as well as growing invention and 

innovation brought unforeseen loss which did not exist prior to existing agreement, 

but commercially huge nowadays for the three countries. Although each country 

tried to tackle the problem personally the effort did not balance, partly US and 

Canada do the most part while Mexico struggling with domestic enforcement. 

Change of regime therefore necessary to harmonize the policy between contracting 

party. Second, economic interdependence relation between US, Mexico and Canada 

is too intense for them to break. Since US privileged as asymmetrical 

interdependence were on its hand as long as the one holds the most authority trigger 

the idea to change the regime it would eventually transpire. Not to mention, 

negotiation battle to form codified format abandoned due to US asymmetrical 

bargaining power. Interdependence relation is useful for identifying bargaining 

power as it is would translate probability of whom pull the trigger and possibility 

for the rest to comply. Third, domestic demand to increase standard of living is a 

pushing factors for government action or shaping their goals according to the 

populist wish. US is the most populist, Canada wish to grow and restore Canadian 

economy prosperity and Mexico aim to get fair treatment. Thought statistically the 

three countries citizen welfare overall is good enough, but the distribution of gain 

won’t match and inequality gap widens. It led to the fourth reason that great 

aggregate distribution of trade regime is unfair. Therefore, protectionist agenda may 

rise as the consequences of growing national demand vis a vis increasing economic 

interdependence between the three. Seeing USMCA upgrade highlights market 

access provision for automotive, agricultural products, investment rules, 
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government procurement, and intellectual property rights. The model display as per 

adjustment from NAFTA to USMCA is now seen quite reasonable agreement. 

10. Theory Reflection 

Economic process of regime change, I must admit though it does help to 

compromise several unique factors that often underestimated but still lacking in 

terms of methodology and measurement. Keohane and Nye describe a lot the causal 

relationship one factor may led to another and how these factors interact each other, 

but they are not specifying what measurement one should use to depict what they 

meant. For example, technological change could be measured through a lot of 

indicators, they do not specify which indicator will be most suited and authors shall 

find a suitable and triangulate so it could correspond the process, same goes for all 

factors excluding complex interdependence interaction they picture very 

exhaustive. However, the lack might be helpful for author to have creative view 

towards one issue and consider the social science is to find the truth buried behind 

literally everything. So what I mean is, the lack is actually generate novelty for the 

research. 
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